Biola Bed Heights

Below are some bed heights offered to residents of the University. The furniture shown is for demonstration purposes only. Numbers are approximate.

This is a **standard height bed**. Standards offer a comfortable height but limit the amount of storage available under the bed.

Height (floor to bottom of rail): 2’

This is a **bed at the lowest setting**. This bed style is very close to the ground and offers very limited storage space.

Height (floor to bottom of rail): 9”

This is a **captain height bed**. The dorm furniture provided is built to fit under a captain.

Height (floor to bottom rail): 31”

This is a **lofted bed**. All lofted beds come with a safety rail as illustrated. Lofts save space the most space, but residents have to climb into bed.

Height (floor to bottom of rail): 5’ 9”

Please remember that your room is a shared space. Include your roommates while planning your room’s set-up. In triples, it may be difficult to fit anything lower than a captain. See reverse side for additional options.
Biola Bed Heights

Below are some bed heights offered to residents of the University. The furniture shown is for demonstration purposes only. Numbers are approximate.

This is a captain height bunk. The dorm furniture provided is built to fit under a captain. Many residents find they cannot sit up in a captain bunk.

Height (floor to bottom rail): 31”

This is a standard height bunk. Standard bunks’ bottom bed offers a comfortable height but limits the amount of storage available under the bed.

Height (floor to bottom of rail): 2’

This is a bunk with the bottom half at the lowest setting.

Height (floor to bottom of rail): 9”

A bunk bed is a shared bed. Residents need to speak to their roommate before requesting to bunk their beds.